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SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY DELICATE WOOL  
 

 

USES  

Laundry detergent for wool and delicate hand and machine leaves a delicate lingering fragrance.  

 

BENEFITS  

SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY DELICATE WOOL is specially designed with soap natural, thanks to its peculiarities is very 

active and has a fast action for wash the garments in wool that is delicate.  

Not alters the fabrics in the washing steps is to hand machine, Its special formula makes it very active and equipped with 

a rapid action, it is also not more necessary the temperature contributes blade that is Done further advantageous because, 

it reduces washing times and also an attorney significant saving of energy required to heating the water of the tub. 

SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY DELICATE WOOL non-it is polluting, thus leaving no residue toxic on garments, also 

thanks to its actions delicate washing step, you will have leaders sanitized, without being altered minimally colors will 

tissues.  

The use is completely safe, both for the operator that for all kinds of garments, wool and delicate because, SUPER-ECO 

LAUNDRY AND WOOL DELICATE does not attack the fibers and attacks dirt. Moreover the use of SUPER-ECO 

LAUNDRY WOOL DELICATE AND TO PLUG permits considerable saving of packaging that pollute the 

environment and a reduction of costs for the user since it does not pay, neither the packaging nor the transport of 

unnecessary volumes.  

 

SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY DELICATE WOOL It gives us complete assurance of the absence of greasy, dry or mixed it 

and use in a rinsing phase SUPER-ECO LAUNDRY DELICATE WOOL does not irritate your hands, it is soluble 

Instantly low-foam for effective Rinse without excessive consumption water. The delicate scent is persistent in heads for 

days.  

 

DOSES  

- Machine Shortly dirt 50ml;  

- Dirty 60ml;  

- Very dirty 90ml.  

- Hand washing in 70 ml to 10 liters of water 


